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Abstract
A typical college curriculum does not make it easy for students to establish connections between
required general education courses and courses in their majors. Intentional linking of courses
from different disciplines using interdisciplinary pedagogical strategies allows students to make
those connections while developing the interdisciplinary skills which will benefit their college
and post-college careers.
In addition to communication, critical thinking and reasoning, and collaborative skills, it has
been recently argued that computational thinking (i.e., the application of computing concepts and
methods to solve problems) should also be a part of a twenty-first century liberal education for a
broad range of college students, including those not majoring in computing. Computational
thinking concepts and skills can help students frame problems in a variety of fields and
disciplines (not just STEM disciplines) using novel strategies, and, in so doing, to become better
problem solvers in their professions.
At our institution, many students not majoring in computing (or a STEM discipline) take a firstyear problem-solving with computer programming course (PS), which is designed for Computer
Science majors, to satisfy the computer literacy/fluency requirement in their degree or to learn
computational thinking concepts and skills. However, since PS is a gateway course for Computer
Science majors, it is even more challenging for non-majors, resulting in high non-passing and
withdrawal rates. To integrate computational thinking in required liberal arts courses, we created
a general education interdisciplinary course, Programming Narratives: Computer Animated
Storytelling, aimed at non-computer majors, which emphasizes creative writing and
computational thinking. In this interdisciplinary course, students learn the structure of narrative,
concepts of problem solving, and the logic of computer programming languages as they develop
a narrative-driven video game prototype. This process helps students achieve the college-wide
learning goal of making meaningful and multiple connections among the liberal arts majors, as
well as between the liberal arts and the areas of study leading to a major or profession.
Our findings suggest that the learning objectives and the pedagogical approaches used in the
course are adequate for a broad range of non-computer majors. Performance on writing and
computing assessments as well as final grades (75% of students obtained a grade of C or better)
indicated that a vast majority of students successfully achieved the learning objectives. These
results were consistent with student perceptions as reflected in an end-of-course survey. There is
also evidence that students satisfactorily integrated creative writing and computer programming
to develop their video game prototypes, making in-depth interdisciplinary connections along the
way. We believe that this intentional emphasis on connections between disciplines develops the
interdisciplinary skills and perspectives which are important for graduation, and it lays the
groundwork for interdisciplinary thinking in the workplace.

1. Interdisciplinary Learning in Undergraduate Education
Undergraduate degree programs consist of courses for a major and general education courses.
Each degree program has learning outcomes mapped to the outcomes of its courses. Ideally,
students establish synergistic connections among the different courses in the curriculum.
However, abundant evidence suggests that transfer of skills between courses is relatively rare.1-3
Students often do not make connections between general education courses and courses in the
major, or among courses in the major.
While many factors hinder this transfer of learning, part of the problem may be the instructor’s
pedagogical approach.2 Conversely, when instructors use reflective writing, contextualize learning
experiences, and apply learning to real life,3 they help students make connections among
disciplines. However, regardless of the strategies used, curriculum and course design must
emphasize the connections among courses to stimulate the transfer of learning.
The primary strategy used at our institution to connect courses is the first-year learning
community (LC) model, in which a group of students enroll in two or more courses, generally in
different disciplines, linked by a common theme in an academic semester. For over 10 years, the
academic performance of our students participating in LCs reflects national trends.4,5 To develop
further an interdisciplinary culture, our institution now requires students to complete an
interdisciplinary general education course. This emphasis on connections between courses and
disciplines helps in developing interdisciplinary skills and perspectives important for degree
completion while laying the groundwork for interdisciplinary thinking in the workplace upon
graduation.6
2. Integrating Computational Thinking in a Liberal Education
Computing permeates all disciplines and areas of knowledge, and so it could be argued that
computational thinking—including the application of computing concepts and skills to solve
problems, not only in Computer Science but also in other disciplines—should be a part of a
twenty-first century liberal education for a broad range of college students, including those not
majoring in computing.7,8 Computational thinking can help students to frame problems in STEM
disciplines and a variety of other fields, and, in so doing, to become better problem solvers in
their professions.
Currently, many students not majoring in Computer Science at our institution take the first-year
PS course, designed for Computer Science majors, to satisfy the computer literacy requirement
in their degree or to learn computational thinking concepts. However, since PS is a gateway
course for Computer Science majors, it is even more challenging for non-majors. In a recent
assessment of computer programming concepts and skills, 44 percent of Computer Science
majors taking the PS course without being a part of a LC demonstrated an adequate
understanding of computer programming concepts and could write viable programs. When
computer majors take PS as part of a LC, the percentage of students with adequate performance
increases to 56 percent.9 In contrast, only 30 percent of non-majors taking PS courses for nonmajors that are not part of a LC perform adequately in computer programming concepts and

skills. These results of the assessments above indicate that teaching computational thinking
concepts and skills to non-majors requires pedagogical strategies which are different than those
that may work with Computer Science majors.
Two issues are important in designing either a computational thinking course, or a course that
introduces computational thinking elements, for a broad range of college students, including nonmajors: (1) what knowledge and skills students are expected to acquire in the course, and (2)
what learning context and pedagogical approach to use in order to make computational thinking
more accessible.7 In our view, a computational thinking course should include a combination of
procedural and object-oriented programming concepts, including the steps required in using
computers to solve a problem and the use of flowcharting techniques and such programming
structures as sequencing, repetition loops, and decision statements to solve an algorithm. It is
also important that students are introduced to concepts of object-oriented programming, such as
classes, objects, properties, and methods. The selection of the learning context and pedagogical
approach used to teach those concepts results from our experience in linking writing and
computer programming in the interdisciplinary LC.10-13 Just as an interdisciplinary context
linking writing and computer programming was beneficial for Computer Science majors, so can
it also contribute to facilitate the learning of computational thinking concepts and skills for nonmajors.
3. Interdisciplinary Creative Writing and Computational Thinking Course for Non-Majors
We have developed an interdisciplinary course, Programming Narratives: Computer Animated
Storytelling (PN), designed to help non-computer systems major students develop computational
thinking skills through computer programming combined with writing skills to satisfy the college
requirement of an interdisciplinary liberal arts and science course.14
The PN course combines the perspectives and methodologies of two academic disciplines,
English and Computer Science, in pursuit of a common goal. The common goal is to create a
narrative-driven videogame prototype so students can identify with that which is immersive,
engaging, and rewarding. To complete this video game prototype, students need the perspectives
and methodologies in two distinct academic disciplines, English and Computer Science. Students
rely on the perspectives and methodologies learned in the English component of the course to
develop a story. The reading of various kinds of short narratives is very valuable in helping the
students make the kinds of connections necessary to recognize synergies between writing stories
and writing programs. As part of the course, students read, annotate, and discuss short narratives
of various kinds (e.g., short stories, myth, plays, fantasy, horror, science fiction, historical
fiction, and quest narratives as well as open-ended stories) and apply appropriate narrative
structures to the construction of their video game prototype. As students study the structure of
narratives and learn problem-solving strategies for writing, they are introduced to concepts of
problem solving using constructs of logic inherent in computer programming languages. Students
then implement the story as a computer program with the perspectives and methodologies
learned in the computing component. Such gained knowledge facilitates creative writing and the
application of solutions to computer programming problems. The distinct perspectives and

methodologies in English and Computer Science are presented by two faculty members who are
experts in their fields and co-teach the course.
Implementing a narrative into a machine-executable computer program is a complex task. Students
are challenged to map the structure of their narrative, including character and setting development,
into constructs of logic inherent in computer programming languages. We expect these challenges
to give students more insight into both their creative writing processes as well as their computer
programming writing processes. Throughout the semester, students are challenged to understand,
think critically to solve writing and computing problems, analyze narrative structure, compare
and contrast stories, and apply various narrative structures to their project. Students work
collaboratively on this group project to create a video game prototype and an accompanying
game design document. The game design document describes the project and discusses elements
of analysis and design. Moreover, students prepare and revise an annotated bibliography to
facilitate their ability to make connections across academic disciplines. This strategy requires
students to write one paragraph to summarize and assess narrative structure of classic short
fiction and reflect on assigned course readings as they relate to interactive storytelling.
The computational thinking component of the course introduces procedural and object-oriented
programming concepts. Students are introduced to the use of flowcharting techniques and
programming structures, such as sequencing, repetition loops, and decision statements, to solve a
problem with an algorithm. It is also important that students are introduced to concepts of objectoriented programming, such as classes, objects, properties and methods. In the current
implementation of the course, students use Alice (www.alice.org) to write the computer program
to implement their narratives. Alice is helpful because it allows students to implement animations
and video games using procedural and object-oriented programming constructs.15-18
4. Student Performance
In spring 2015 and fall 2015, we offered four sections of the PN course with a total of 91
students. Twelve students (13%) withdrew from the course and were not considered in the
analysis below. Of the 79 students who completed the course, 59 (75%) obtained a grade of C or
better, which we consider adequate performance.
4.1. Creative writing
We assessed student understanding of narrative and game structures as well as their ability to
write effectively (n=79). An assessment performance of 70% (equivalent to a C) or above was
considered adequate. Students were prompted to write an essay to analyze the narrative structure
of Oedipus the King using Aristotle’s concept of “Unity of Action” and apply the Hero’s Journey
plot structure.19 They were also tasked with explaining how these literary concepts relate to the
structure of video games (i.e., how they could be translated into an action-adventure or roleplaying game). About 71% of students demonstrated an adequate understanding of narrative and
game structures and were able to write effectively.

4.2. Com
mputational th
hinking
We assesssed student understanding of proced
dural and obj
bject-orientedd programm
ming conceptss (n
= 79). An
n assessmentt performancce of 70% (eequivalent too a C) or more was consiidered adequuate.
Students’ understand
ding of objecct-orient prog
gramming cooncepts wass assessed byy asking studdents
to create a concept map,
m relating concepts lik
ke classes, obbject, methoods, instancees, conditionss,
and so fo
orth. Students were askeed to create a node for eaach concept, link relatedd nodes/concepts,
and labell the nature of
o the relatio
onship. Studeents’ understtanding of pprocedural prrogrammingg was
assessed by giving sttudents a pieece of code created
c
with Alice, and aasking them tto create a
flowcharrt (including sequencing,, selection (if/else). and rrepetition coonstructs) thaat representss the
computerr code. Overrall, about 57
7% of studen
nts demonstrrated an adeqquate undersstanding of
computerr concepts.
5. Student survey
We analy
yzed studentt perceptionss using an en
nd-of-course survey. Thee surveys weere completeed (at
least in part)
p
by 66 off the 79 stud
dents who co
ompleted thee course. Aboout 80% of sstudents agreeed
or strong
gly agreed wiith each of th
he following
g statements: “I understaand the varioous narrativee
structures”; “I undersstand the stru
ucture of vid
deo game stoories”; “I understand thee steps requirred
to solve a problem with
w a compu
uter”; “I undeerstand conccepts of object-oriented pprogramminng”;
and “I caan program using
u
sequen
ncing, selectiion and repeetition structuures” (Figure 1).

Figure 1.. Student surrvey responsses.
Students satisfactorilly integrated
d creative writing and com
mputer proggramming to develop theeir
video gam
me prototypes, making in-depth
i
inteerdisciplinaryy connectionns along the way.
Specificaally, 62% of students ressponded affirrmatively to the questionn, “Were youu able to maake
interdisciiplinary conn
nections betw
ween writing
g stories andd writing codde?” 20% reesponded
negativelly, and 18% of students did not answ
wer the questtion (Figure 2).

Figure 2.. Student surrvey responsses (continuaation).
Further analysis
a
of su
urvey respon
nses revealed
d that studennts who repoorted playingg video gamees
regularly
y in their personal life weere more reaadily able to make these connectionss (Table 1). O
Of
the subgrroup (45% of
o all studentts) who playeed video gam
mes regularlyy, 70% indiccated that thhey
were ablee to find inteerdisciplinary
y connection
ns, in contraast to only 566% of those who did nott play
video gam
mes. Of the 20% who diid not find in
nterdisciplinaary connectiions, 77% w
were not gam
mers.
The relattionship betw
ween playing
g video gamees and interddisciplinary awareness iss intriguing and
merits fu
urther study.
Table 1. Student gam
mers making interdiscipliinary connecctions.

Play
P
Video
o Games

Interdiscipl
I
linary Awarreness and C
Connectionss
Yes
Noo
Noo Answer
21
3
6
Yes
20
100
6
No
41
133
12
Total

Total
30
36
66

6. Concclusions
We belieeve that interrdisciplinary
y competencee should be aan integral ppart of underrgraduate
education
n. Interdiscip
plinary courses help stud
dents make cconnections between couurses in geneeral
education
n and their majors,
m
and among
a
coursses in their m
majors. Our eexperience w
with designinng,
developin
ng, and teach
hing an interrdisciplinary
y course linkking creativee writing andd computatioonal
thinking has shown us
u that such courses
c
help
p students maake these coonnections. Inn the coursee,
ginal stories which they later implem
ment as a viddeo game proototype usingg
students develop orig
computerr programmiing. This interdisciplinarry approach seems to bee effective inn teaching
computattional thinking concepts and skills to
o non-compuuter majors. Moreover, sstudents are able

to make interdisciplinary connections between creative writing and computational thinking.
There is an intriguing relationship between video game playing and interdisciplinary awareness.
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